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EcoDesign™ is based on the implementation of a set of “common sense” design principles which
when deployed intelligently contribute significantly to the energy efficiency and performance of a
data centre.

Principles of EcoDesign™

Without measurement it can
be hard to understand why
and where energy
performance is poor and how
to improve it. It is a
recommendation of the
Carbon Trust that sub
metering of high energy
consumption infrastructure is
implemented

Modular, scalable power and
cooling architecture that
allows deployment as
needed.  This is the crucial
element for improving data
centre efficiency.

The implementation of modern
energy efficient cooling
technologies reduce
operational energy overhead.

The configuration of AC
system set points more
appropriate to modern
computer technology, will have
a surprising contribution to
data centre energy savings.

Measurement “Right Size” Architecture Efficient Cooling
Technology
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“Workspace Technology’s commitment to help clients
reduce their carbon footprint through the deployment of
energy efficient technology and design”

Speaking to staff at the Department of Energy and Climate Change on the 
14th May 2010, the Prime Minister said:

“I don't want to hear warm words about the environment, I want to see
real action. I want this to be the greenest government ever. So today,
taking our lead from 10:10, I commit us to a ten percent reduction in
carbon emissions across central government in the next twelve
months” The Rt Hon David Cameron, Prime Minister, 14 May 2010

The intelligent application of EcoDesign™ data centre solutions and services
by Workspace Technology will deliver a measurable reduction in CO2 for any
data centre infrastructure.
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Ensuring a clear airflow path
whilst eliminating the mixing of
hot and cold air through the
deployment of appropriate
ducting, aisle containment and
airflow management
technology will contribute to
significant reductions in the
energy demand of the cooling
system.  

Clear Segregated
Airflow 

An efficient room layout will
facilitate the deployment of
appropriate cooling, allow for a
modular growth strategy and
assist airflow separation.
Correctly positioned grille tiles
will ensure airflow to
equipment inlet positions.

Efficient Room Layout

The installation of modern
modular transformerless UPS
technology significantly
improves efficiency and also
saves on floor space at typical
operating loads.

The installation of well
designed power paths
combined with energy efficient
lighting reduces energy
consumption.

Efficient UPS &
Electrical Installation

Workspace Technology provides expert
energy efficient Data Centre, Server and
Communications Room solutions and
services for corporate and public sector
clients across the UK. 

This brochure details three Public Sector Case Studies where Workspace Technology’s have
helped make meaningful reductions in CO2 emissions.
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Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council’s existing data
centre estate was aging and inefficient, it no longer
addressed the demands of modern high performance
IT. Workspace Technology, in partnership with Dudley
MBC’s ICT and Facilities teams worked to understand
and address all commercial, strategic and technical
business drivers. As a result, a highly energy efficient
data centre design was the preferred solution and
included innovative ultra efficient rear rack cooling
technology combined with free cooling chillers and a
modular ‘right size’ UPS solution.

The facility was designed around an annualised PUE rating of 
1.3 falling below 1.2 during colder weather periods.

The data centre investment made by the Council was in line with 
its ongoing strategy to improve compute performance through
virtualization and technology refreshes. It is predicted that the
combined installation will reduce operational energy costs by
nearly 50% compared to their previous data centre real estate.

The partnership with Workspace Technology introduced Dudley
MBC to our strategy to reduce operational expenditure and carbon
emissions in the data centre. Within our portfolio of products we
have selected industry leading and ‘best of breed’ manufacturers
offering a broad range of high efficiency data centre technologies.

Remaining Vendor-neutral at all times our designers and
consultants work to complete data centre designs which are right
for the individual client and ensure each design proposed meets all
of the business drivers. 

REAR RACK COOLING TECHNOLOGY FOCUS:  

Where high density cabinet cooling is required Rear Rack Cooling
or Rear Door Heat Exchanger technology provides an ideal
solution. Workspace Technology design and install “Coldlogik” the
UK’s leading rear rack heat exchange technology by U Systems.

Ambient air is drawn through an impressive 80% air efficient server
rack front door gaining in temperature as it passes through. Six Hot
swap/N+1 fans mounted in the rear door draw the hot exhaust air
over a chilled water coil. This acts as the heat exchanger and
removes 100% of the delta T, passing the air back into the room at
ambient temperature. 

The selection of Rear Rack Cooling technology was one of the key
contributors to the energy efficiency of the Dudley MBC data centre
solution. 

It’s just got greener 
in Dudley

Data Centre Infrastructure
Highlights:

� Ultra Efficient “Rear Rack” Close
Coupled Cooling Technology.

� Extended “Free Cooling” due to
higher water temperatures.

� 160kW High Efficiency Modular
APC UPS Solution.

� Intelligent rack APC PDU’s
delivering rack level power
usage.

� ‘EcoMeasure’ comprehensive
power management & monitoring

� PUE Category 2 status for
accurate CRC reporting.

� Design PUE of 1.3.
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Workspace Technology partner with Torfaen County
Borough to design and build a shared services 3
Megawatt Tier 3 Data Centre facility. This initiative
lead by Torfaen County Borough has been designed
to provide a true Public Sector Shared Resource
Centre located in the heart of South Wales.   

Informing Healthcare’s were one of the first customers to take
advantage of this facility, locating its core I.T functions. Informing
Healthcare is a Welsh Assembly Government programme set up to
improve health services in Wales by introducing new ways of
accessing, using and storing information. Informing Healthcare
became part of the NHS Wales Informatics Service on 1 April 2010.  

Additional data centre halls will support I.T Infrastructure for Gwent
Police, Torfaen County Borough, Monmouthshire Council as well as
the Welsh Assemblies 14 to 16 Education programme. It is
intended for this facility to expand as more public sector bodies
benefit from its ability to reduce operational costs by effective use
of resources combined with the energy efficiency of a modern
“best practice” data centre design.

As this project is a flagship government initiative and housed within
one of the governments largest independent Data Centre facilities it
was critical that it was designed to manage and measure the
power usage of the facility effectively, as well as accurately report
annual power usage trends for full compliance to the CRC Energy
Efficiency Scheme.

Embedded in the Electrical and Mechanical Design of this facility is
a bespoke power management and measurement solution
including intelligent metering of all critical electrical main
distribution and sub distribution points.

ECOMEASURE ENERGY MEASUREMENT OVERVIEW

EcoMeasure® from Workspace Technology is a Scalable Data
Centre Energy Management & Efficiency Measurement Solution
which enables I.T and data centre managers to accurately
benchmark, track and trend the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE),
Data Centre Infrastructure Efficiency (DCiE) and usage of the Data
Centre environment through direct analysis of power and energy
consumption. EcoMeasure® is also an invaluable tool to help data
centre managers demonstrate CO2 emission savings when
investments are made in either infrastructure or technology.

The measure of
success at Torfaen

Data Centre Infrastructure
Highlights:

� Excellent “Shared Services”
facility 

� Denco Toscana Perimeter AHU’s
with “free cool” technology

� 4 x 1.1Mva Generator Sets
Delivering 3Mva N+1 Capacity

� Schneider Electric LV Switchgear

� APC InfrastruXure Central
Management Platform

� FlexAisle “Hot Aisle Return
Plenum” aisle containment

� Design PUE of 1.5 with “Green
Grid” L3 monitoring capability

� 40% energy savings based on
previous Data Centre

EcoMeasure™ deployment benefits:

� Assists in reducing energy
consumption, minimising
environmental and economic
impacts associated with
excessive energy use

� Instant reporting of data centre
DCiE / PUE efficiency ratings

� Power usage trends for full
compliance to the CRC Energy
Efficiency Scheme

� Accurate proof of the
effectiveness of any “claimed”
energy efficiency deployments
throughout the life of the facility

� Measurement of energy
consumption, critical load trends,
power quality and response time
of emergency power plant

� Opportunities to improve a server
room or data centres operational
efficiency
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In September 2009, West Yorkshire Police released a
formal Request for Quotation for the complete
refurbishment of the main Data Centre. The existing
facility, although less than 8 years old, had not been
designed to accommodate the IT architecture being
deployed today and after a number of technical
issues and interim design ‘fixes’, it was decided that
the facility needed to be completely rebuilt. 

There were 2 major challenges to this project, firstly the
existing IT architecture had to remain operational within the Data
Centre during the build programme, and the incoming electrical
supply could not be increased even though the IT load at full
capacity was to dramatically increase. 

In a highly competitive tender process, Workspace Technology’s
demonstration of capabilities, overall design scheme (utilising our
innovative FlexAisle® Technology) and commitment to the project
led to success and award of contract.

To satisfy the clients design drivers for increased efficiency,
maximising use of the existing electrical supply and minimising
impact on capital expenditure, Workspace Technology’s Design
Team proposed a Power and Cooling infrastructure designed
around traditional methodologies but with careful product selection
and deployment to maximise efficiency but ensure a cost effective
delivery.

The cooling infrastructure utilised traditional DX-based perimeter
cooling units, with higher efficiency, together with an innovative and
flexible aisle containment system (FlexAisle®) which ensures no hot
exhaust air can contaminate the cool supply air in the Data centre
to ensure predictive and efficient use of the cooling infrastructure.

The power infrastructure included a redundant N+1 Solution
selected as it increased levels of efficiency, especially at part load.
An EcoMeasure solution was also installed to report power usage
trends.

FlexAisle Sealed it for 
West Yorkshire Police

West Yorkshire Police

Data Centre Infrastructure
Highlights:

� 106 Rack deployment

� Data Centre subdivided into
3 areas – West Yorkshire
Police IT, Regional IT and
Comms Room.

� N+1 Perimeter DX based
CRAC Cooling System.

� Complete Airflow
Management including
FlexAisle® Hot Aisle
Containment system to
maximise efficiency.

� N+1 High efficiency UPS
Solution.

� External Standby Generator

� APC MGE Perimeter UPS
Systems
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FLEXAISLE VENDOR INDEPENDENT 
AISLE CONTAINMENT

FlexAisle®, by Workspace Technology, provides a
simple and cost effective passive method for
eliminating the mixing of hot and cold airflows within a
data centre or server room environment. The goal of
FlexAisle® is to maximise the performance, uptime and
life expectancy whilst reducing operating costs.

FlexAisle® can be installed as new, or retrofitted within
existing data centre and server room environments.
FlexAisle® is a non intrusive easy fit solution which
provides data centre managers with the ability to 
re-organise and expand facilities in line with business
requirements.

FlexAisle® uniquely provides the ability to support
multiple cooling configurations and is independent of
cabinet vendors. This enables data centre managers
to support a mix and match of server and
communication rack systems.

Workspace Technology deployed the “HARP”
configuration within the West Yorkshire Police data
centre. The deployment of this solution significantly
contributed to improved airflow and energy efficiency.
In the old data centre it was estimated that over 30%
of cold air simply short cycled back to the AC unit. 
The deployment of FlexAisle® within the design
virtually eliminates short cycle of cold AC air.

FlexAisle® Summary Configuration Options

Cold Aisle Corridor
Yes No No Yes No(CAC)

Hot Aisle
No Yes Yes Yes YesContainment (HAC)

Hot Aisle Return Yes Yes Yes Yes YesPlenum (HARP)

FlexAisle®

Configuration 

Perimeter
Downflow
Cooling

In-Row 
Cooling

Rear Rack
Cooling

Self Contained
Rack Cooling

Room Airflow
Exchange

If cold aisle/hot aisle corridor is employed there will be a clash of air temperatures due to the inverse
nature of each containment system. This can be overcome with additional room segregation..

In a highly competitive
tender process, Workspace
Technology’s demonstration
of capabilities, overall design
scheme and commitment to
the project led to success
and award of contract.



The Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC) levy’s tax’s against high energy users.
As part of CRC initiative the European Commission directive introduced the
European Code of Conduct on Data Centre’s in 2008. This code of conduct
provides a set of rules which help drive down energy use and improve energy
efficiency within the data centre environment. 

Workspace Technology understands the impact that the CRC will have within the
data centre market. The implementation of the EU Code of Conduct “Best Practice”
recommendations will help improve the energy efficiency of data centre
environments. 

Workspace Technology is proud to be an approved “Endorser” for the 
European Commissions “Code of Conduct for Data Centre Efficiency”
Workspace Technology is committed to help clients reduce their carbon footprint
through the deployment of “Best Practice” energy efficient technology and
design, for new and existing data centre environments.

Further details of Workspace Technology’s products and services can be found at
www.workspace-technology.com. 

Workspace Technology’s Data Centre Solutions division provide
expert data centre, communications and server room solutions and
services for public sector and corporate clients across the UK. 

Approved “Endorser” EU “Code of
Conduct on Data Centre Efficiency”

Workspace Technology’s “Commitment to help clients
reduce their carbon footprint through the deployment
of energy efficient technology and design”.

APC Elite Partner
Data Centre Certified

Technology House, 5 Emmanuel Court, 
Reddicroft Sutton Coldfield, 
West Midlands B72 1TJ.

Tel : 0121 354 4894
Fax: 0121 354 6447

email : sales@workspace-technology.com
www.workspace-technology.com
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